Liver Sinusoidal Endothelial Cells Are Responsible for Nitric Oxide Modulation of Resistance in the Hepatic Sinusoids
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Abstract

The mechanisms that regulate vascular resistance in the liver are an area of active investigation. Previously, we have shown that nitric oxide (NO) modulates hepatic vascular tone in the normal rat liver. In this study, the production of NO is examined in further detail by isolating sinusoidal endothelial cells (SEC) from the rat liver. Endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) was present in SEC based on Western blotting and confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. Exposure of SEC to flow increased the release of NO. To investigate the relevance of these in vitro findings to the intact liver, we modified an in situ perfusion system to allow for direct measurement of NO release from the hepatic vasculature. NO was released from the hepatic vasculature in a time-dependent manner, and administration of N-monomethyl-L-arginine reduced NO release and increased portal pressure. Immunostaining of intact liver demonstrated eNOS localization to endothelial cells lining the hepatic sinusoids. These findings demonstrate that SEC in vitro and in vivo express eNOS and produce NO basally, and increase their production in response to flow. Additionally, an increase in portal pressure concomitant with the blockade of NO release directly demonstrates that endogenous endothelial-derived NO modulates portal pressure. (J. Clin. Invest. 1997. 100:2923–2930.) Key words: nitric oxide • endothelial cell • vascular resistance • liver • blood flow

Introduction

Nitric oxide (NO) is a vasodilatory molecule that modulates tone in several vascular beds, including the lung and systemic circulation (1, 2), and plays a role in other physiological processes such as angiogenesis, cell growth, and migration (3). Distinct cDNAs have been isolated for a cytokine inducible NO synthase (iNOS), expressed in macrophages, vascular smooth muscle, hepatic stellate cells (HSC), and hepatocytes, as well as two distinct but related constitutive NO synthases (4). One is synthesized in varying degrees by endothelial cells (eNOS) and the other by neuronal cells (4). Although iNOS-derived NO production is regulated predominantly at the transcriptional level, eNOS-derived NO production can be regulated at multiple cellular levels. Two novel mechanisms found to regulate eNOS and NO release include the subcellular targeting of the enzyme (5–6), and biomechanical forces such as flow and the attendant shear stress (7–9). Whereas the regulation of iNOS has been examined previously in the hepatic sinusoid (10), the level of expression and subcellular localization of eNOS in hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cells (SEC) and the effects of regulatory mechanisms such as flow have not been described.

Blood flow and vascular resistance in the hepatic microvasculature are intimately regulated (11); however, the cellular and molecular mechanisms responsible for the regulation of hepatic vascular resistance are not well understood. The hepatic microcirculation is unique among vascular beds. Whereas in most organ beds, the site of blood flow regulation occurs at the arteriolar level, in the liver, 90% of blood flow enters through the portal vein, and resistance changes are thought to occur in the microvascular anastomosis of the portal vein and the hepatic vein, termed the hepatic sinusoid (12). The endothelial cells that line these vessels are anatomically and biologically distinct from their endothelial cell counterparts in other organs and vessels in important ways. These cells lack a basement membrane and contain fenestrae, characteristics that facilitate the transport of nutrients and macromolecules between the sinusoids and the hepatic parenchyma (13). Several vasoactive endothelium-derived substances have been postulated to play a role in the regulation of intrahepatic resistance, including NO (14–21). In one study, the infusion of N-nitro-L-arginine (NNA), an NO synthase inhibitor, increased significantly portal pressure in the normal rat liver in vivo and in vitro (14); however, another study reported dissimilar results (21). Activation of eNOS by agonists typically results in only a two- to fourfold increase in NO production above basal levels and in low levels of the measured stable by-products, NOx (NO2− and NO3−) (NO3−). This low level of biologically active NO has made attempts to study its role in the liver technically difficult, particularly attempts to correlate changes in portal pressure with changes in measured levels of NO.

In light of the potential importance of eNOS-derived NO production in the liver and its role in hepatic blood flow regulation, the aims of this study are to (a) determine the subcellular localization of eNOS in isolated SEC from the rat liver, (b) examine the flow-mediated release of NO from cultured SEC...
and in the isolated perfused rat liver (IPRL). (c) determine whether a measurable reduction in NO release is accompanied by an increase in hepatic perfusion pressure in the IPRL, and (d) examine the cellular distribution of eNOS in the intact rat liver.

Methods

Isolation and culture of SEC. SEC were isolated from normal Sprague-Dawley rats using a modification of the technique described by Bronk and Gores (22). In brief, the liver was digested in situ with a collagenase perfusion. The digest was filtered, and the hepatocytes were removed by centrifugation at 100 g. The supernatant, which contained the nonparenchymal cells, was passed through a hydrogen peroxide–sterilized centrifugal elutriator rotating at 2,500 rpm to allow separation of endothelial cells from Kupffer cells. The elutriation fractions containing endothelial cells were centrifuged at 350 g and plated onto tissue culture plasticware coated with type IV human placental collagen (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). Alternatively, for immunocytochemical studies and shear stress experiments, SEC were plated onto collagen-coated glass slides. Glass slides for shear stress experiments were pretreated with 0.5 N NaOH and autoclaved before use. SEC were plated and cultured in DME containing 1:7 concentration of Amniomax serum supplement, both obtained from Gibco BRL (Gaithersburg, MD).

SEC characterization. SEC were characterized by immunocytochemistry, using two endothelial cell markers, vWf and the uptake of di-l-acetylated LDL, and additionally by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). After overnight culture, isolated SEC were fixed with 1.5% paraformaldehyde for 10 min. Cells were washed, blocked, and immunostained with an mAb to vWf (DAKO Corp., Carpente-
ria, CA). After further blocking and incubation with a secondary antibody, slides were mounted with Slowfade (Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR) and visualized by immunofluorescence microscopy (Microphot-FXA; Nikon Inc., Melville, NY). Staining for di-l-acetylated LDL was performed as described by the manufacturer (Bio-
medical Technologies, Inc., Stoughton, MA). TEM was performed in freshly isolated SEC and in cells after 20 h in culture using a fixation method described previously (23). In brief, cells were fixed for 2 h in 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 1.0% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 mol/liter cacodylate buffer. Samples were then postfixed for 1 h in 1.0% osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in ethanol, and embedded in epon. Thin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and viewed with a microscope (model EM 10; Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY).

Western blotting. Cultured SEC were scraped in HBSS, and the pellet was homogenized in a lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 0.1% (vol/vol) β-mercaptoethanol, containing 100 mM leupetin, 1 mM PMSF, 1% (vol/vol) NP-40, pH 7.5). After removing unbroken cells by centrifugation at 1,000 g, the supernatant was boiled in Laemmli loading buffer and separated by SDS-PAGE on a 7.5% acrylamide gel. Proteins were electroblotted onto nitrocellu-
lose, and the membranes were washed in Tris-buffered saline with 0.1% Tween and blocked in 5% milk as described previously (5). Membranes were subsequently incubated with an mAb to eNOS (Transduction Laboratories, Lexington, KY), and proteins were de-
tected with a horseradish peroxidase–labeled anti–rabbit secondary antibody followed by enhanced chemiluminescence.

Confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. Immunofluorescence microscopy was performed using the eNOS antibody identical to that used for Western blotting. This antibody, at the dilutions used (1:100), does not recognize iNOS or neuronal NO synthase. For double-labeling immunofluorescence, cells were incubated with a poly-
clonal antibody for cis media–Golgi protein (mannosidase II), and the eNOS mAb as described (5). The primary antibodies were detected using FITC– or Texas Red–coupled secondary antibodies. Slides were visualized using a confocal microscope (MRC 600; Bio-Rad Labora-
tories, Hercules, CA).

Shear stress apparatus. SEC were cultured onto 75 × 38-mm glass slides (Fisher Scientific Co., Pittsburgh, PA). The day after culture, SEC were washed with HBSS, and slides were mounted onto a par-
allel-plate flow chamber identical to the apparatus described originally by Frangos et al. (24). In this apparatus, flow is generated through the chamber by the hydrostatic pressure of the perfusate reservoir and maintained by recirculation of the perfusate from the lower to the up-
per reservoir. Shear stress is calculated using the following formula:

\[ T = \frac{6Q \mu}{bh^2} \]

where \( Q \) is the flow rate (cm/s), \( \mu \) is the viscosity (0.01 dynes-s/cm²), \( h \) is the chamber channel height, \( b \) is the chamber slit width (2.5 cm), and \( T \) is the shear stress (dynes/cm²). Medium was circulated in the shear stress apparatus for 30 min before mounting the cells in the chamber. NO levels were measured before and after this time to con-
firm that the shear stress apparatus was not releasing NO into the medium. Cells were exposed to a shear stress of 14.1 dynes/cm² for 30 min. Control cells were maintained in an incubator with identical temperature, pH, and medium as cells exposed to flow. For NO measurements from SEC exposed to flow, 0.1-ml samples were obtained from the 10 ml of recirculating perfusate reservoir 30 min after the application of shear stress. For NO measurements in control cells, 0.1-ml samples were obtained after 30 min of incubation. Samples were analyzed using the NO-specific chemiluminescence analyzer as described below.

IPRL preparation. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan Sprague Dawley Inc., Indianapolis, IN) weighing 275–425 g were used for these experiments. The liver was perfused in situ via the portal vein, using a recirculating system based on modifications of a previously described technique (14). The rat was anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (Ketlar, 100 mg/kg body wt; Parke-Davis, Avon, CT), the abdomen was opened, and the bile duct was cannulated with PE-10 tubing (internal diameter 0.28 mm). The hepatic artery was ligated, a ligature was passed around the inferior vena cava (IVC) above the re-
nal veins, and the IVC was injected with 500 U of heparin. The portal vein was cannulated with a 16-G Teflon catheter after which the liver was perfused with Krebs solution (118 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 1.2 mM KH₂PO₄, 1.2 mM MgSO₄, 2.5 mM CaCl₂, 25 mM NaHCO₃, 11 mM glucose, 2 U/ml heparin, pH 7.4) oxygenated with 95% O₂/5% CO₂ at 37°C. The IVC was cut below the ligature, thus allowing the perfusate to escape. The supradiaphragmatic portion of the IVC was cannu-
lated with a 14-G Teflon catheter, and the ligature around the supra-
renal IVC was tied. The liver was then perfused through the portal vein, and the effluent escaped through the IVC cannula. The liver was perfused until the effluent was clear. The preparation was then transferred to a Plexiglas, temperature-controlled (37°C) perfusion chamber (Yale University Medical Instruments, New Haven, CT), and the liver was perfused with Krebs solution. The perfusate was recir-
culated at a constant rate of 40 ml/min using a peristaltic pump (Minipuls III; Gilson, Inc., Middleton, WI). The perfusion pressure was measured, continuously monitored with a Universal quartz trans-
ducer (model HP1290C; Hewlett-Packard Co., Andover, MA) at-
tached to a sidearm placed just proximal to the perfusion cannula, and recorded with a polygraph (model 7D; Grass Instrument Co., Quincy, MA). The preparation was allowed to stabilize for 10 min. Perfusions were performed in normal animals with N-monomethyl-
arginine (L-NMMA) (Sigma Chemical Co.) at a concentration of 4 × 10⁻⁴ M or vehicle. L-NMMA was added to the perfusate reservoir 5 min after the recirculating system was established. The perfusate vol-
ume was 100 ml. 0.6-ml perfusate samples were obtained at 10 and 40 min after the recirculating system was established and analyzed for NO using the NO-specific chemiluminescence analyzer (model NOA 270B; Seivers, Boulder, CO).

The global viability was assessed by standard criteria: gross ap-
pearance, stable pH of the perfusate (pH in the range of 7.35 to 7.45; Micro Essential Laboratory, Inc., Brooklyn, NY), stable perfusion pressure for 10 min, and bile flow of > 1 µl/min/g liver.
Isolation and characterization of SEC. To examine eNOS regulation in SEC, it was necessary to isolate and culture a pure population of SEC. Collagenase-digested livers which were subjected to a series of filtering steps, centrifugation, and centrifugal elutriation resulted in preparations that were highly enriched with SEC. The purity of the preparation procedure was determined by several parameters, which included the following: uptake of fluorescent di-I-acetylated LDL (Fig. 1 B), the characteristic cobblestone morphology of endothelial cells under phase–contrast microscopy (Fig. 1 A), the presence of vWf (Fig. 1 C), and TEM (Fig. 2). There is some disagreement in the literature as to whether SEC express vWf, with results varying depending on the antibody used and the duration of time SEC are cultured before immunostaining (27). We find that SEC stain for vWf in a specific and reproducible manner when stained the day after plating. Our findings of vWf staining in SEC are consistent with those of several other authors (28–31). Based on the described parameters, our isolation procedure resulted in a purity of SEC which reached 95% or greater as determined in five individual isolations. Ultrastructural characterization was performed using TEM to evaluate the presence of fenestrae in SEC. TEM was performed in SEC and SEC cultured for 20 h were fixed, stained, and visualized by TEM. (A) In freshly isolated SEC, there is a classic sponge-like appearance due to the retracting of fenestrae in sieve plates (arrow). (B) In cultured SEC, collapsed fenestrae are present, as detected by the vacuole-like structures (arrow). Fenestrae are present in less abundance in SEC cultured for 20 h compared with freshly isolated SEC. Bar, 1.0 μm.

Results

Isolation and characterization of SEC. To examine eNOS regulation in SEC, it was necessary to isolate and culture a pure population of SEC. Collagenase-digested livers which were subjected to a series of filtering steps, centrifugation, and centrifugal elutriation resulted in preparations that were highly enriched with SEC. The purity of the preparation procedure was determined by several parameters, which included the following: uptake of fluorescent di-I-acetylated LDL (Fig. 1 B), the characteristic cobblestone morphology of endothelial cells under phase–contrast microscopy (Fig. 1 A), the presence of vWf (Fig. 1 C), and TEM (Fig. 2). There is some disagreement in the literature as to whether SEC express vWf, with results varying depending on the antibody used and the duration of time SEC are cultured before immunostaining (27). We find that SEC stain for vWf in a specific and reproducible manner when stained the day after plating. Our findings of vWf staining in SEC are consistent with those of several other authors (28–31). Based on the described parameters, our isolation procedure resulted in a purity of SEC which reached 95% or greater as determined in five individual isolations. Ultrastructural characterization was performed using TEM to evaluate the presence of fenestrae in SEC. TEM was performed in freshly isolated cells and in cells cultured for 20 h. Fenestrae were present in cells at both time points, although they appeared more prominent in freshly isolated cells (Fig. 2, A and B). These findings are in agreement with previously described analyses of fenestrae in SEC (32–35).

Characterization and subcellular localization of eNOS in isolated SEC. Based on the important role that NO may play in the regulation of hepatic vascular resistance, we proceeded to examine the expression of eNOS in SEC by Western blotting and to determine the subcellular localization of the enzyme by confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. On Western blot, a single band was seen at 135 kD that corresponded to the predicted electrophoretic mobility of eNOS (Fig. 3 A). By loading < 50 μg protein/well, a single band could be obtained, suggesting that there are abundant quantities of eNOS protein in SEC. Using confocal immunofluorescence microscopy to examine the subcellular localization of the enzyme, eNOS appeared in a predominantly juxtanuclear pattern. To confirm the nature of this juxtanuclear staining, double fluo-
rescent labeling experiments were performed. eNOS in SEC colocalized with mannosidase II, a marker protein for cis/media-Golgi membranes (Fig. 3B), confirming that eNOS protein is localized predominantly to the cis/media-Golgi of SEC. Immunofluorescence staining in SEC with a polyclonal antibody to caveolin, the coat protein of caveolae, resulted in a weak stain compared with other cells that contain caveolae in abundance, such as bovine lung microvascular cells and NIH 3T3 cells (36), suggesting that there are small amounts of this protein in SEC (data not shown). This low level staining precluded colocalization experiments with eNOS.

**Flow-mediated release of NO from cultured SEC.** Although eNOS is expressed constitutively, biomechanical forces such as flow and shear stress modulate eNOS gene expression and NO production (7–9). To determine whether flow could regulate eNOS-derived NO production in the hepatic microcirculation, an in vitro apparatus was used that allowed for the measurement of NOx release from a pure population of isolated cells. In these experiments, SEC were isolated and cultured and then mounted in the parallel-plate flow chamber. Cells were studied 20 h after isolation. There was no measurable increase in NOx release in cells that were not exposed to shear stress (Fig. 4). Exposure of SEC to 14.1 dynes/cm² of shear stress resulted in a significant increase in NOx release in cells exposed to flow after 30 min (Fig. 4).

**NOx accumulation in the perfused liver and effects of NOS inhibition on portal pressure.** Prior studies designed to address the role of NO in the hepatic circulation have met with varied results (14, 18, 21). These studies used methodologies in which NO biosynthesis inhibitors were administered to rats in vivo or in the perfused liver, and effects were examined by assessing changes in portal pressure, hepatic vascular resistance, or sinusoidal diameter; however, the measurement of a reduction in NOx levels in response to the NO biosynthesis inhibitor could not be demonstrated (21). To allow for the measurement of NOx accumulation in the perfused liver and to assess the effects of NO biosynthesis inhibition on NOx and portal pressure, an IPRL model with a low volume of perfusate (100 ml) was used. In this experimental preparation, during perfusion at a constant flow rate, NOx cumulative concentration was measured in the perfusate. Normal livers perfused at a flow rate of 40 ml/min (n = 5) demonstrated a significant increase in NOx concentration in the liver perfusate (Fig. 5A), thus demonstrating that there is cumulative NOx production from SEC in the hepatic sinusoids. To confirm that the NOx measured was indeed a result of NO biosynthesis, and to assess the effects of reduced NOx concentration on portal pressure, experiments were performed in the presence of L-NMMA. In these experiments, treatment of perfused livers with L-NMMA (n = 6) decreased significantly NOx concentration compared with control livers at 10 and 40 min (P < 0.05) (Fig. 5A). Concomitant with the reduced NOx concentrations observed in the animals treated with L-NMMA, the portal pressure in these animals was significantly higher at all times versus normal control animals (P < 0.05) (Fig. 5B).

**Cellular distribution of eNOS in the liver.** There is some disagreement as to whether hepatocytes and other nonendothelial hepatic cells express eNOS in the liver (37). To address the question of cellular distribution of eNOS in the liver, immunostaining of intact liver sections was performed. Immunostaining revealed eNOS expression along the endothelial cells lining the sinusoids, but no significant hepatocyte staining was found (Fig. 6). No staining was seen in negative control slides in which serum was substituted for the primary antibody, or in

![Figure 3](image-url) **Figure 3.** eNOS expression and subcellular localization in SEC. (A) HEK cells expressing eNOS (lane 1) and SEC lysates (lane 2) were prepared for Western blotting, and eNOS was detected with an mAb. (B) SEC were isolated and cultured onto glass slides, labeled with an mAb for eNOS and a polyclonal antibody for mannosidase II, a cis/media-Golgi protein, and visualized by confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. The majority of eNOS protein (right) colocalizes with mannosidase II (left), indicating that the enzyme resides predominantly in the cis/media-Golgi membranes in SEC (original magnification ×630).

![Figure 4](image-url) **Figure 4.** Release of NOx from SEC exposed to shear stress. Cultured SEC were mounted into parallel-plate flow chambers and exposed to 14.1 dynes/cm² of shear stress for 30 min (black bars). No significant increase in NOx was observed in control cells, which were not exposed to shear stress (white bars). There was a significant increase in accumulated NOx in the perfusate of cells exposed to flow for 30 compared with 0 min (mean±SEM; n = 5; *P < 0.05).
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sections incubated with secondary antibody alone (data not shown).

Discussion

The role of endogenous NO as a modulator of hepatic vascular tone and the determination of potential regulatory mechanisms are an important area of investigation, as these mechanisms may play a role in the pathogenesis of vascular diseases of the liver. This study indicates that isolated SEC express eNOS protein in abundant quantities, and that the enzyme is localized primarily to the Golgi region in these cells. Basal NO release from SEC occurs at a low levels, and cultured SEC respond to shear stress with an increase in NO release. These findings were then investigated in the intact organ, in which NO\textsubscript{x} concentration increases in relation to time during liver perfusion. The administration of L-NMMA in the perfused liver results in a measurable reduction in NO release, concomitant with an increase in portal pressure. Thus, the increase in NO\textsubscript{x} concentration is most likely due to the release of NO from SEC in response to perfusate flow. Based on immunohistochemical staining, the predominant expression of eNOS occurs in SEC. Thus, this study demonstrates unequivocally that eNOS in SEC is responsive to physiological regulation by flow and shear stress, thereby supporting the concept that NO is a major regulator of intrahepatic resistance.

Prior studies have demonstrated the presence of eNOS transcripts and protein in several cell types, including endothelial cells, cardiac myocytes, platelets, and hippocampal neurons (38–41). Regardless of the cell type, most of these studies have found that eNOS segregates in the particulate fraction of cell lysates. This membrane association appears to be dependent on the N-myristolation of the enzyme (42). However, the precise subcellular localization of eNOS varies in endothelial cells isolated from different vascular beds, and may depend on the abundance of caveolae. In endothelial cells with an abundance of caveolae, such as bovine lung microvascular cells, eNOS is readily detectable by microscopy and subcellular fractionation in caveolae and Golgi (36). This is in contrast to eNOS in human umbilical vein endothelial cells, and bovine aortic endothelial cells which demonstrate very low amounts of eNOS in caveolae, with the majority of the enzyme in Golgi membranes (5). Studies examining subcellular localization of eNOS in cardiac myocytes by Balligand et al. do not find a significant amount of perinuclear staining, suggesting that Golgi localization is minimal, although double-labeling experiments were not performed in this study (41). Thus, the subcellular localization of eNOS may be influenced by the biological characteristics of the endothelial cell type in which it is expressed and

Figure 5. NO\textsubscript{x} accumulation in the IPRL model and corresponding portal perfusion pressure. Rat livers were perfused in situ, and NO\textsubscript{x} release from the vasculature was assessed by NO-specific chemiluminescence in experiments with and without perfusion with L-NMMA. (A) With a progressive increase in duration of flow, there was a significant increase in NO\textsubscript{x} in the perfusate (white bars) when sampled at 10 and 40 min after the stabilization of the preparation (P < 0.01). This increase was blocked by the addition of L-NMMA to the perfusate (black bars) at both time points. (B) Portal perfusion pressure was increased significantly in livers that were perfused in the presence of L-NMMA (gray circles) compared with control livers (black squares) throughout all time points examined (ANOVA P < 0.05).

Figure 6. Immunohistochemical staining of eNOS in rat liver. Rat liver was fixed in formalin for 6 h and embedded in paraffin. Tissue was sectioned, deparaffinized, and pressure-cooked as described in Methods. Slides were incubated overnight with an mAb for eNOS. Peroxidase staining is visualized in cells lining the hepatic sinusoids (original magnification ×200). Slides that were incubated with serum substituted for the primary antibody showed no staining (data not shown).
the function of NO in the specific organ being studied. This study demonstrates that SEC express eNOS protein that is localized predominantly in the cis/media-Golgi region. In our study, SEC appear to express barely detectable levels of caveolin, the coat protein for the organelle caveolae. In prior studies by Palade and colleagues, vascular tissue in visceral organs such as the liver were found to have low amounts of non-clathrin-coated vesicles of 50–100 nm in diameter, recognized recently as caveolae (43). As the subcellular targeting of eNOS affects NO release (5), the specific localization of eNOS in SEC may influence NO production in the hepatic circulation.

A major force regulating the biological responses of endothelial cells is flow and the concomitant development of shear stress, the frictional force applied to endothelial cells by the flow of viscous fluid through a vessel lumen (7–9). The magnitude of shear forces varies greatly, from the terminal arteriole, where forces have been estimated to be 60 dynes/cm², to the venules, where forces are < 10 dynes/cm² (44). However, the precise level of shear stress will vary depending on the flow rate, vessel diameter and geometry, red cell gradient, and the vascular bed (45). Most of the studies examining the effects of shear stress on vascular endothelium have focused on arterial vasculature, due to the higher levels of shear stress present in these beds compared with venous beds. The portal vasculature, as an entirely venous system, is likely to have lower levels of endothelial shear stress than arteriolar levels; however, there are appreciably large shear forces present in microcirculatory beds such as the hepatic sinusoids (45). In these vessels, although the flow rate through individual sinusoids may be low, the narrow vessel caliber results in elevated levels of shear stress. In the hepatic sinusoids, physiologic modulations in sinusoidal diameter may occur through mechanisms such as HSC contraction, and thus give rise to even greater levels of shear stress. This study indicates that SEC respond to such increases in flow with increased NO production, using cultured SEC exposed to flow in a parallel-plate flow chamber. In the intact perfused liver, NO, accumulation is observed, the production of which is inhibited by L-NMMA. Each of these methods has distinct advantages. The parallel-plate flow chamber allows for the determination of the effects of flow on a pure population of endothelial cells with no contamination from other liver cell types. Additionally, this apparatus allows for the precise determination of the amount of shear stress to which SEC are exposed. The IPRL system allows for the determination of NO production from SEC in a system more akin to that in vivo. Additionally, it avoids potential confounding variables related to SEC isolation and culture. Flow-mediated NO release in the hepatic microcirculation may be a primary mechanism which allows for the regulation of flow and resistance in the liver. Alternatively, this may be a compensatory mechanism, whereby SEC are able to autoregulate the level of shear stress to which they are exposed. By releasing NO in response to increases in shear stress, the sinusoid may dilate, resulting in an increase in vessel caliber, and thus normalize the level of shear stress to which SEC are exposed.

The mechanotransduction signaling pathway whereby eNOS-derived NO is released by endothelial cells in response to biomechanical stimuli is an area of current investigation. Recent reports suggest that tyrosine kinase signaling pathways may play a role in modulating the shear stress-mediated increase in NO release. Ayajiki et al. found that tyrosine kinase inhibitors attenuate the shear stress–induced release in NO, and that certain tyrosine-phosphorylated cellular proteins increase in response to the duration of shear stress (9). However, studies to date do not suggest that the degree to which eNOS itself is tyrosine phosphorylated is affected by shear stress. Kuchan and Frangos have shown that the initial and more pronounced increase in NO release occurs in response to an initiation or increase in shear stress, and that this increase in NO release occurs in a calcium-dependent manner (8). This phase is followed by a more gradual increase in NO release in response to continued shear stress which occurs in a calcium-independent manner (8). As the NO release measured in our parallel-plate flow chamber and our IPRL model occurs in response to the initiation of flow, the NO release we detect is likely to be calcium dependent.

NO has clearly been shown to play an important hemodynamic role in different models of hepatic microcirculatory disturbances. In the endotoxemic mouse, L-NMMA decreases hepatic sinusoidal diameter (16). In the endotoxemic rat, this agent reverses the reduction in vasoconstrictive response to phenylephrine (46). These studies suggest that NO plays an important role in protecting against the hemodynamic effects of liver injury. However, in these conditions, the hemodynamic effects of NO are likely mediated through iNOS induction. Every major cell type in the liver has the ability to produce NO through iNOS induction, given the appropriate conditions. These conditions generally involve liver injury and/or inflammation, with the subsequent induction of TNF-α, IL-1β, and IFN-γ, cytokines that all have the potential to induce iNOS (10, 47, 48). Such induction is unlikely to occur in normal conditions, during which eNOS-derived NO production predominates. Although experimental evidence suggests that endogenous NO regulates normal vascular tone in other vascular beds (1, 2), the role of basal NO production as a mediator of normal hepatic vascular tone has met with discordant results. Recently, Mittal et al. found that NNA, an NO biosynthesis inhibitor, increases portal pressure in normal rat livers perfused in situ (14). The maximal response of the vasoconstrictor norepinephrine was enhanced by NNA (14). L-arginine, the substrate for the production of NO, abolished these effects of NNA on the vasoconstrictive response of norepinephrine (14). Oshita et al. have found that L-NMMA enhances significantly the hepatic vasoconstrictive effects of intraportal administration of ethanol, supporting the role of endogenous NO as a mediator of intrahepatic resistance (49). However, Suematsu et al., using the NO biosynthesis inhibitors nitro-L-arginine methyl ester and aminoguanidine in the perfused rat liver, found that NO inhibition did not affect portal vascular resistance (21). However, in this study, levels of NO were not measured, and, therefore, it could not be certain whether the NO biosynthesis inhibitors were actually reducing the endogenous levels of NO. By demonstrating that a measurable reduction in basal and flow-mediated NO levels results in an increase in portal pressure, our study provides strong evidence that endogenous NO contributes in a physiologically relevant manner to basal vascular tone in the liver.

What is the precise site of resistance changes in the normal liver? Although the microvasculature does not play a role in resistance changes in most organ beds, there is strong experimental evidence to suggest that the sinusoids do function as liver-resistance vessels. This evidence includes (a) pressure measurements using liver micropuncture, (b) anatomical studies using intravital microscopy, and (c) functional data in HSC.
demonstrating the contractile phenotype of these cells. Nakata et al. have performed direct measurements of blood pressure in blood vessels of the rat liver by micropuncture techniques (50, 51). Their studies indicate that there is a steep pressure gradient between the portal venules and central vein, suggesting that there is high resistance in the sinusoidal microvasculature that lies between these sites (50). McCuskey (52) and Clen and colleagues (53) have demonstrated independently by intravital microscopy that vasoactive agents modulate the patency of the sinusoidal lumen and thus mediate blood flow. Although SEC, Kupffer cells, and HSC all possess contractile proteins (54), changes in sinusoidal lumen can be demonstrated most clearly at sites that colocalize with HSC (53). Several investigators have performed functional studies in HSC demonstrating the ability of these cells to relax and contract in response to vasoactive agents such as NO, in vivo and in vitro, suggesting that these cells may modulate resistance in a manner similar to smooth muscle cells in arteriolar splanchnic in other sites (15, 53, 55–57). In arteriolar resistance vessels, abluminal NO release from endothelial cells acts in a paracrine fashion on the underlying smooth muscle layer. NO diffuses into smooth muscle cells and stimulates increases in soluble guanylate cyclase, thus increasing cGMP and activating a cell-signaling pathway which results in smooth muscle relaxation (4). As the vessels in the hepatic sinusoids contain no smooth muscle layer, it is tempting to speculate that basal and flow-mediated NO release from SEC observed in our studies regulates portal pressure by modulating HSC whose perisinusoidal location is ideal for modulating sinusoidal diameter through contraction and relaxation.

In conclusion, our study determines the subcellular distribution of eNOS in isolated cells and in the intact organ. Our data indicate that SEC are the cell type responsible for the basal production of NO in the liver and release a greater amount of NO in response to flow, a response that is mediated through the activity of the eNOS isoform. Additionally, we provide strong evidence to support the role of endogenous NO as a mediator of hepatic vascular tone.
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